Birthday Cards
Ace of Clubs:
Passion for Consciousness

**Characteristics:** As Aces, they need travel and change in their lives and perhaps their work too. This is necessary to take care of their need for knowledge. Things associated with the arts or groups, particularly women, are possible sources of income for them. They can turn most things into a profit. The main influence for this card is wanting knowledge and love. This comes from their Karma Card. Often times the result is a student of romance and love, perhaps as much or more than a desire for love itself. There is a strong notion of promiscuity associated with the Ace of Clubs, but not once they have found their soul mate. Being with any person is, for them, preferable to being alone. They do not, however, truly give themselves until they have found the right person. As is the case with all Aces, there is a restlessness about them as well as impatience. They frequently have a large library and other collections of learning materials because they are such dedicated students. Their wide spectrum of interests keeps them young at heart. New ideas, fashion, controversies, discoveries and ideas are always of their interest. Spirituality is important for their later years because they need it for guidance. The latter portion of their lives are influenced by the two Sevens in Uranus and Neptune and this means they will either have financial problems or spiritual awakenings. A lifelong journey in search of knowledge is what brings them happiness as does discovering themselves. Their personality is very friendly and kind and this allows them to easily make friends in any situation. They are excellent communicators. They make people feel comfortable, special and included in what is happening. They tend to be loquacious but quick and sharp in their mental abilities. An important figure in their life is frequently their mother who is often powerful and intelligent too. She would have a very intuitive mind. There is such a strong affect that it influences everything in their lives, including love and romance.

**Relationships:** The Ace of Clubs are lovers and have an eternal search for the perfect love, which does not necessarily translate into a perfect marriage. In the event we find them, we can marry our perfect lover, but that that does not mean it is necessary; at least for the Ace of Clubs. The Ace of Clubs is searching for a relationship that transcends time and space. As with the Two of Hearts, they can be promiscuous. But again, this generally does not take place with one who has found
their perfect soul mate. Should they find that individual they are almost sure to be monogamous as well as devoted. This is a Semi-Fixed Card, one of just four. There is a special connection with the Two of Hearts because it is a Karmic Soul Twin. These cards are, in some sense, reproductions of each other; mirror images if you will. Their personalities are almost identical relative to their traits as well as their characteristics.

**Personality Connections:** Ace of Clubs men have trouble with Heart women. Clubs women are friends with Ace of Clubs men and occasionally lovers. Other Clubs are attractive to the woman Ace of Clubs and they can be friends or lovers. Problems usually result from Diamonds, particularly the Jack and King. Ace of Clubs women are loved by Spade men.

**Confrontations:** There are two types of Ace of Clubs individuals. They seem to fall into those who have long periods with no relationships and those who flit from one relationship to another. Neither type is letting someone get close to them. Analyzing this helps us realize that both types are being too fussy about their lovers.